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Abstract— Water tank is a structure used to store water for 

supplying all households as drinking purpose, for industries 

as a coolant and irrigational water for agricultural farming in 

some areas. Water tanks are classified on bases of their shapes 

and position of structure. In this paper, we had discussed 

about the effect of rectangular and circular elevated water. 

For both the case different volume of water is consider. both 

shape is analysis for earthquake forces with and without 

dampers and  comparison will be  done for both water tanks 

And base on results best water tank is selected.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Water is human basic requirement for day to day life. 

Sufficient water distribution depends on design of a storage 

tank in some particular available space. A storage tank is used 

to store water to satisfy the daily demand within the 

construction of concrete structure for the storage of water and 

alternative liquids the impermeability of concrete is most 

essential .The porousness of any uniform and completely 

compacted concrete of given combine proportions is 

especially keen about water cement magnitude relation .The 

increase in water cement ratio leads to increase certain 

porousness .The decrease in water cement magnitude relation 

can so be fascinating to decrease the porousness, however 

significantly reduced water cement magnitude relation could 

cause compaction difficulties and convince be harmful 

additionally. Style of liquid retentive structure must be 

supported the rejection of cracking within the concrete having 

relevance its enduringness. Cracks will be stoped by avoiding 

the employment of thick timber shuttering that prevent the 

simple escape of warmth of association from the concrete 

mass the danger of cracking can even be reduced by reducing 

the restraints on free enlargement or contraction of the 

structure. Associate in Nursing elevated storage tank may be 

a giant water storage instrumentation made for the aim of 

holding facility at sure height to pressurization the water 

distribution system. Several new ideas and innovation has 

been created for the storage of water and alternative liquid 

materials in several forms and fashions. There square 

measure many various ways that for the storage of liquid like 

underground, ground supported, elevated etc. Liquid storage 

tanks square measure used extensively by municipalities and 

industries for storing water, flammable liquids and alternative 

chemicals. So Water tanks square measure vital for service 

and for industrial structure. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. George W. Housner [1963] 

The basic plot behind this paper was the Chilean Earthquake 

took place in 1960. In this earthquake most of the elevated 

water tanks square measure whole collapse or badly distorted. 

This paper was clearly speaks about the relation between the 

motion of water in the tank with respect to tank and motion 

of whole structure with respect to ground. He has thought of 

3 basic conditions for this analysis. He said that if water tank 

is fully filled i.e. Without free board then the sloshing effect 

of water is neglected if the tank is empty then no sloshing as 

water is absent. In on top of 2 cases reservoir can behave as 

one-mass structure. But in third case i.e. Water tank is 

partially filled the effect of sloshing must be considered. In 

that case the water tower will behave as two-mass structure. 

Finally he finished that the tank totally stuffed is compared 

with the part stuffed tank then it's seen that the utmost force 

to that the half-full tank is subjected is also considerably but 

[*fr1] the force to that the total tank is subjected. The actual 

forces is also as very little as 1/3 of the forces anticipated on 

the essential of a totally full tank. 

B. Sudhir Jain K. & U. S. Sameer [1990] 

IS code provision for seismal style of elevated water tanks are 

revised. It is seen that due to absence of a suitable value of 

performance factor for tanks the code provision for rather low 

seismic design force for these structure. Simple expressions 

square measure derived which permit calculations of staging 

stiffness and hence the time period while incorporating beam 

flexibility. The code must include an appropriate value of 

performance factor say 3.0 for calculation of seismic design 

force for water tanks. An earthquake standard is incomplete 

unless clear specifications are include on how to calculate the 

time period. A method for calculating the staging stiffness 

including beam flexibility and without having to resort to 

finite element type analysis has been presented. This 

methodology is predicated on well-known portal 

methodology that has been befittingly developed to include 

the beam flexibility and therefore the 3 dimensional behavior 

of the staging. 

C. Sudhirjaink.& M.S.Medhekar [1993] 

The basic plot behind this paper is to modify & suggestion in 

IS: 1893-1984. The major revisions suggested are 

1) No provision for ground supported tanks with rigid & 

flexible walls in above IS code. This provision must be 

included in the seismic analysis. 

2) The one degree of freedom idealization of tank is to get 

replaced by 2 or 3 degree of freedom idealization. 

3) A performance issue (K) of three.0 is suggested for all 

types of tank. 

4) The bracing beam flexibility is to be enclosed within the 

calculation of lateral stiffness of supporting system of 

tank. 

5) Within the seismal analysis the effect of Convective 

hydrodynamic pressure is to be included. 

6) A simplified hydraulics pressure distribution is 

recommended for stress analysis oftank wall. 

D. M. K. Shrimali&amp; R. S. Jangid [2003] 

Earthquake response of elevated liquid storage steel tanks 

isolated by the linear elastomeric bearings is investigated 
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underneath real earthquake ground motion. Two forms of 

isolated tank models square measure thought of during which 

the bearings square measure placed at the bottom and prime 

of the steel tower structure. The continuous liquid mass of the 

tank is sculptured as lumped mass called sloshing mass, 

impulsive mass and rigid mass. The corresponding stiffness 

constant related to these lumped lots are discovered relying 

upon the properties of the tank wall and liquid mass. The mass 

of steel tower structure is lumped equally at prime and 

bottom. Since the damping matrix of the isolated tank system 

is non-classical in nature, the seismic response is obtained by 

the Newmark’s step-by step method. The response of 2 forms 

of tanks, namely slender and broad tanks, is obtained and a 

parametric study is carried out to study the effects of 

important system parameters on the effectiveness of seismic 

isolation. The various important parameters considered are 

the tank aspect ratio, the time period of tower structure, 

damping and time period of isolation system. It has been 

shown that the earthquake response of the isolated tank is 

considerably reduced. Further, it's additionally ascertained 

that the isolation is more practical for the tank with a stiff 

tower structure compared to versatile towers. In addition, a 

simplified analysis is also presented to evaluate the response 

of the elevated steel tanks using two degree of freedom model 

and two single degree of freedom models. It is ascertained 

that the planned analysis predicts the unstable response of 

elevated steel tanks accurately with considerably less process 

efforts. 

E. O.R.Jaiswal&S.K.Jain [2005] 

Recognizing the limitations and shot comings in the provision 

of IS:1893-1984, Jain and Medhekar, Jain and Sameer a set 

of provisions on aseismic design of liquid storage tanks, the 

author has given some recommendations – 

1) Style horizontal unstable constant given in revised IS: 

1893(Part-1)-2002 is employed and values of response 

reduction issue for various forms of tanks square 

measure planned. 

2) Different spring-mass model for tanks with rigid & 

flexible wall are done away with; instead, a single spring-

mass model for both types of tank is proposed. 

3) Expressions for convective hydrodynamic pressure are 

corrected. 

4) Simple expression for sloshing wave height is used. 

5) New provisions are included to consider the effect of 

vertical excitation and to Describe critical direction of 

earthquake loading for elevated water tanks with frame 

type staging. 

F. F.Omidinasab,H.Shakib[2008] 

Liquid tanks and particularly the elevated tanks square 

measure structures of high importance that square measure 

thought of because the main lifeline parts that ought to be 

capable of keeping the expected performance. I.e. Operation 

during and after earthquakes. Thus, researchers, in recent 

years, have focused on studying the seismic behavior of these 

tanks. Many researches are done on the behavior, analysis, 

and design of seismic tanks, particularly ground tanks, while 

only a few of these researches have concerned with the 

elevated tanks and even less with the concrete elevated tanks. 

In this analysis, a sample of a reinforced concrete elevated 

water tank, with 900 cube meters under seven earthquake 

records have been studied and analyzed in dynamic time 

history and the tank’s responses as well as base shear, 

overturning moment, tank displacement, and sloshing 

displacement underneath these seven record are calculated, 

then the results are compared and contrasted. 

G. M. K. Shrimali&amp; R. S. Jangid [2003] 

Earthquake response of elevated liquid storage steel tanks 

isolated by the linear elastomeric bearings is investigated 

underneath real earthquake ground motion. Two forms of 

isolated tank models square measure thought of during which 

the bearings square measure placed at the bottom and prime 

of the steel tower structure. The continuous liquid mass of the 

tank is sculptured as lumped mass called sloshing mass, 

impulsive mass and rigid mass. The corresponding stiffness 

constant related to these lumped lots are discovered relying 

upon the properties of the tank wall and liquid mass. The mass 

of steel tower structure is lumped equally at prime and 

bottom. Since the damping matrix of the isolated tank system 

is non-classical in nature, the seismic response is obtained by 

the Newmark’s step-by step method. The response of 2 forms 

of tanks, namely slender and broad tanks, is obtained and a 

parametric study is carried out to study the effects of 

important system parameters on the effectiveness of seismic 

isolation. The various important parameters considered are 

the tank aspect ratio, the time period of tower structure, 

damping and time period of isolation system. It has been 

shown that the earthquake response of the isolated tank is 

considerably reduced. Further, it's additionally ascertained 

that the isolation is more practical for the tank with a stiff 

tower structure compared to versatile towers. In addition, a 

simplified analysis is also presented to evaluate the response 

of the elevated steel tanks using two degree of freedom model 

and two single degree of freedom models. It is ascertained 

that the planned analysis predicts the unstable response of 

elevated steel tanks accurately with considerably less process 

efforts. 

H. O.R.Jaiswal&S.K.Jain [2005] 

Recognizing the limitations and shot comings in the provision 

of IS:1893-1984, Jain and Medhekar, Jain and Sameer a set 

of provisions on aseismic design of liquid storage tanks, the 

author has given some recommendations – 

1) Style horizontal unstable constant given in revised IS: 

1893(Part-1)-2002 is employed and values of response 

reduction issue for various forms of tanks square 

measure planned. 

2) Different spring-mass model for tanks with rigid & 

flexible wall are done away with; instead, a single spring-

mass model for both types of tank is proposed. 

3) Expressions for convective hydrodynamic pressure are 

corrected. 

4) Simple expression for sloshing wave height is used. 

5) New provisions are included to consider the effect of 

vertical excitation and to Describe critical direction of 

earthquake loading for elevated water tanks with frame 

type staging. 
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I. F.Omidinasab,H.Shakib[2008] 

Liquid tanks and particularly the elevated tanks square 

measure structures of high importance that square measure 

thought of because the main lifeline parts that ought to be 

capable of keeping the expected performance. I.e. Operation 

during and after earthquakes. Thus, researchers, in recent 

years, have focused on studying the seismic behavior of these 

tanks. Many researches are done on the behavior, analysis, 

and design of seismic tanks, particularly ground tanks, while 

only a few of these researches have concerned with the 

elevated tanks and even less with the concrete elevated tanks. 

In this analysis, a sample of a reinforced concrete elevated 

water tank, with 900 cube meters under seven earthquake 

records have been studied and analyzed in dynamic time 

history and the tank’s responses as well as base shear, 

overturning moment, tank displacement, and sloshing 

displacement underneath these seven record are calculated, 

then the results are compared and contrasted. 

J. Lyeskhezzar, abdennourseibi & amp; afshingoharzadeh 

[2009] 

This paper presents the steps concerned during a check rig to 

review water sloshing development during a 560_160_185 

metric linear unit PVC rectangular instrumentality subjected 

to explosive (impulsive) impact. The design encompasses the 

construction of the testing facility and the development of a 

proper data acquisition system capable of capturing the 

behavior of preand post-impact water motion inside the tank. 

Fluid motion was recorded a video camera for flow 

visualization purpose. Two water levels of fifty and seventy 

fifth full likewise as 2 driving weights of two.5 and 4.5 kilo 

were used. The experimental study was supplemented by a 

process fluid dynamics study to mimic the fluid motion 

within the tank. The water sloshing development during a 

rectangular tank beneath explosive impact was investigated 

through an experiment & numerically. Design of the testing 

rig and choice of correct sensors likewise as information 

acquisition system was performed. Flow visualisation of 

simulation and experimental results showed a decent 

agreement. The water level for each simulation and 

experimental results compared well throughout motion and 

showed a minor discrepancy once impact which can result to 

tank bouncing. Contrary to previous studies, each 

experimental and numerical results indicated the presence of 

one undulation before the impact. Future study related to 

pressure measurements at the tank wall will be conducted for 

structural analysis purposes. 

K. Dr. Suchitahirde& Dr. Manojhedaoo [2011] 

This paper presents the study of seismic performance of the 

elevated water tank for various seismic zones of India for 

various heights and capacity of elevated water tanks for 

different soil conditions. The impact of height of tank, 

earthquake zones and soil conditions on earthquake forces are 

conferred during this paper with the assistance of study of 240 

models of various parameters. In this paper, the study is 

carried out on RCC circular elevated water tank with M-20 

grade of concrete and Fe-415 grade of steel & SMRF are 

considered for analysis. Elevated tank having fifty,000 liters 

and 100,000 liters capacity with staging height 12 m. 16 m, 

20 m, 24 m, 28 m considering 4 m height of each panels are 

considered for the study. Author has given following 

conclusions from his analysis – (1) unstable forces area unit 

directly proportional to the unstable Zones. (2) unstable 

forces area unit reciprocally proportional to the peak of 

supporting system. (3) unstable forces area unit directly 

proportional to the capability of tank. (4) unstable forces area 

unit higher in soft soil than medium soil, higher in medium 

soil than hard soil. Earthquake forces for soft soil is 

concerning 40-41% larger than that of onerous soil for all 

earthquake zones and tank full and tank empty condition. 

L. L. Kalanisarokolayi, B. Navayineya, M. Hosainalibegi, J. 

Vaseghiamiri[2014] 

Due to growing population and growth of cities, the number 

of elevated water tanks supplying the demand urban water 

system is on the rise. As it has been mentioned within the 

Iranian code of follow for Earthquake /2800 owing to the 

importance of sanitation and hygiene water tanks are thought-

about as vital structures during the unexpected events such as 

earthquake. There is an excellent expectation to not see any 

end for his or her serviceableness once the earthquake. 

Because of the presence of fluid with completely different 

activity properties of structures containing it and therefore the 

most a part of mass of tanks area unit settled during a sizeable 

distance from its foundation, the behavior of these types of 

structures in compare with conventional structures are more 

complicated. In this analysis, cylindrical concrete water 

tanks, which have a central shaft, have been evaluated with 

considering the effect of the structure’s interaction with water 

through precise implementation of boundary conditions on 

the interface between fluid and structure. Also considering 

the extent of water within the tank and their behavior beneath 

recorded acceleration of various earthquakes victimisation 

finite part methodology. The results were then compared with 

instructed ways by Iranian code /2800, that the results show 

a comparatively sizeable distinction between mentioned 

ways. 

M. Raghavendra.G, keerthigowda B.S, Gururaj M.H[2014] 

Main purpose of this present work is to study the performance 

of elevated reinforced concrete water tanks subjected to 

dynamic loading, including the effect of sloshing. In this 

study, the finite element technique is used to investigate the 

seismic response of elevated water tanks. In addition analysis 

is done manually as per IS standards and finite element model 

and results are compared. Six cases ar chosen to form the 

comparisons with direct nonlinear dynamic analysis, 

mechanical models for single degree of freedom two degree 

of freedom, and finite elements method models. Six cases are 

tanks at three different soil conditions that is hard, medium 

and soft soil sites for two seismic zones that is for zone-V and 

zone-II. Using this technique, the study of liquid sloshing 

effects in tanks with circular tank geometries is made 

possible. The results of this study show that the current 

practice predicts the response of elevated tanks with 

reasonable accuracy. 

N. Tejash Patel, Jignesh Amin, bhavinpatel[2014] 

The basic principal of earthquake resistance design of 

structures is that the structure should not collapse but damage 

to the structural elements is permitted. Since a structure is 
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allowed to be damaged in case of severe shaking, the structure 

should be designed for seismic forces much less than what is 

expected under strong shaking, if the structures were to 

remain linearly elastic. Response reduction factor is the factor 

by which the actual base shear force should be reduced, to 

obtain the design lateral force. The response reduction factor 

(R) is depends on Over strength (Rs), Ductility (Rμ), 

Redundancy (RR). In the present study efforts are made to 

evaluate the response reduction factors of RC framed staging 

elevated water tanks having staging height of 12 m but having 

varying capacities. The effects of seismic zone and 

fundamental time period of water tank on the Response 

reduction factor are also discussed. Displacement controlled 

nonlinear pushover analysis is employed to evaluated the 

bottom shear capability and malleability of tanks. It is 

observed that value of R for elevated water tank is 

significantly affected by the seismic zone, time period and 

capacity of tanks. 

O. Bojja.Devadanam, M K MV Ratnam, Dr.urangaraju 

[2015] 

Earthquakes ar one amongst the most important natural 

calamities that have a possible to paralyse human life by 

inflicting disturbance to infrastructure and lifeline facilities. 

Water tanks ar thought-about to be a part of crucial services 

in several cities. Their safety and practicality is crucial 

concern throughout robust earthquakes as they contribute for 

essential necessities viz. Drinking water, quenching fires in 

case of fire accidents, etc. Hence, these structures mustn't 

collapse even when associate degree ultimate earthquake. 

The objectives to be achieved through this concept are Study 

of seismic resistant design of elevated water tanks as per IS 

CODE: 1893 and IITK-GSDMA guidelines, Finite element 

modeling and unstable analysis of Elevated water tanks 

victimization SAP2000, Study the influence of varied 

parameters (Viz., unstable intensity, soil conditions, etc.) On 

the unstable behaviour of elevated tank and Study the 

influence of staging height on the base shear and ductility 

characteristics of elevated water tank by performing 

nonlinear static analysis using SAP2000. 

III. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE 

Analysis of elevated water tanks against earthquake result is 

of extended importance. These structures must remain 

functional even after an earthquake. Elevated water tanks, 

which typically consist of a large mass supported on the top 

of a slender staging, are particularly susceptible to earthquake 

damage. Thus, analysis of such structures against the 

earthquake result is of extended importance. After details 

study of all the papers, following points are to be consider at 

the time of seismic analysis of elevated water tankin India, 

there is only one IS code i.e. IS 1893: 1984, in which 

provisions for aseismic design of elevated water tanks are 

given. IS 1893(Part-1): 2002 is that the fifth revision of IS 

1893, still it is under revision. So detail criteria for aseismic 

analysis of elevated water tank are not mentioned in above IS 

code. Thus, the recommendations & suggestions given by all 

the above author has to be considered at the time of analysis. 

IITK-GSDMA has given some tips for seismal style of 

elevated tank that ought to contemplate at the time of 

research. 

Most elevated tank ar ne'er utterly stuffed with 

water. Hence, a 2 – mass idealization of the tank is additional 

applicable as compared to one-mass idealization. 

During the earthquake, water in the tank get vibrates. Due to 

this vibration water exerts impulsive & convective fluid 

mechanics pressure 

On the tank wall and also the tank base additionally 

to the hydrostatic pressure. The effect of impulsive & 

convective hydrodynamic pressure should consider in the 

analysis of tanks. For small capability tanks, the impulsive 

pressure is always greater than the convective pressure, but it 

is vice-versa for tanks with large capacity. Magnitudes of 

both the pressure are different. 

The effect of water sloshing must be considered in 

the analysis. Free board to be provided in the tank may be 

based on maximum value of sloshing wave height. If 

sufficient free board is not provided, roof structure should be 

designed to resist the uplift pressure due to sloshing of water. 

Earthquake forces increases with increase in Zone factor & 

decreases with increase in staging height. Earthquake force 

are depends on the soil condition. 

IV. MATERIALS & METHODOLOGY 

In this present project of elevated water tank with composite 

column will be model in SAP and their Performance will be 

check under Seismic forces, for that following models will be 

prepares. A study is undertaken which involve Equivalent 

Static method for analysis of elevated water Tank and study 

the behavior of the structure. Material used structural steel of 

grade Fe 500 Mpa and M35Mpa.The methodology worked 

out to achieve the above-mentioned objectives is as follows: 

V. REVIEW THE EXISTING LITERATURES 

Select of water tank with different shape and capacity for the 

study Provisions for aseismic design of elevated water tanks 

are given. IS 1893(Part-1): 2002 is that the fifth revision of 

IS 1893, still it is under revision. So detail criteria for 

aseismic analysis of elevated water tank are not mentioned in 

above IS code. Thus, the recommendations & suggestions 

given by all the above author has to be considered at the time 

of analysis. IITK-GSDMA has given some tips for unstable 

style of elevated tank that ought to think about at the time of 

study.Most elevated tank square measure ne'er fully stuffed 

with water. Hence, a 2 – mass idealization of the tank is 

additional acceptable as compared to one-mass idealization. 

During the earthquake, water in the tank get vibrates. Due to 

this vibration water exerts impulsive & convective 

hydrodynamic pressure on the tank wall and also the tank 

base additionally to the hydrostatic pressure. The impact of 

impulsive & convective hydraulics pressure ought to think 

about within the analysis of tanks. For small capability tanks, 

the impulsive pressure is always greater than the convective 

pressure, but it is vice-versa for tanks with large capacity. 

Magnitudes of both the pressure are different. 

The effect of water sloshing must be considered in 

the analysis. Free board to be provided in the tank may be 

based on maximum value of sloshing wave height. If 
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sufficient free board is not provided, roof structure should be 

designed to resist the uplift pressure due to sloshing of water. 

Earthquake forces increases with increase in Zone factor & 

decreases with increase in staging height. Earthquake force 

are depends on the soil condition.  
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